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The focus of this first newsletter is to help you get your plan of recovery going. With
the state of the isolation and the need to stay vigilant, it is also important to realize
that you are not alone. The focus can never be on what we are losing, but rather the
opportunity to prepare in a way that is most beneficial. We are proud to have you as
part of our family and hope that we can inspire you to get through this journey better
than we started it, and just as importantly, you inspire us in knowing that we are a
team and that words shared lead to accomplishments together.

The most important decision in getting to a goal is the desire and commitment to
grow. Then comes the plan, and a deadline to achieve it. We may not know our
quarantine end date, but that does not mean we shouldn’t set our own personal
60uP goals.

“Envision the
destination and

know you can go
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further than the eye
can see with 60uP.”

The Goal: Balance and mobility along with strength, for a better quality of life.

The Plan: 60uP beginner to higher level videos and the "60 in 60" program on
YouTube. Also, check out our inspirational FACEBOOK LIVE 30-minute workout
on Facebook- coming soon. (More info below).

The Date: May 15th, 2020. 

So, with that said, here are a few things to think about:

You were born to be great. Your
life is up to you to keep it great.
Don’t let society or another
determine your quality of life. You
can be, and are able to be, greater

Get on the 60uP Balance Board – if
you don’t use it you lose it. We
know that. The board is only as
good as you use it. Even stepping
on the board a few extra minutes a



than any challenge presented to
you. Listen to your heart and soul
more than you listen to outside
limitations.

day will improve your brain to
body connection. Go through the
60uP balance programs and jump
into our daily online motivational
FACEBOOK LIVE as soon as we
start. The F.B. LIVE is way more
than just a workout. It will be
there to inspire you and also
answer questions you may have to
help you personally. We are a
family, and a family sticks
together.

Lastly, envision where you want to be in a month. Pick a place, a location or a
destination and make it great. See who you will be there with and use that vision as
motivation to get up, get on and be ready to get outside. The world is such a
beautiful place and is ready for you to share in its beauty and the world share in your
beauty. Never give up the dream when age does not determine the opportunity. Be
as sharp as your brain. Ask yourself this question: How old would you be if you didn’t
know how old you were?  If you feel it, you can work towards it.

The 60uP® CHANGING LIVES Customer Spotlight:

Judi F.

Judi is an amazing lady. She lives in
Arizona and had been suffering for
many years from an operation that
went wrong. I first heard from Judi



when she was having issues with the
success of the balance board. She
reached out for help. Over the
conversation, I learned that Judi had
been in a wheelchair. She progressed
to a walker but was stuck.  

She progressed to a walker but was
stuck. Even though she was feeling
down about her progression she
revealed she had gone out to meet
her friends for the first time in a long
time. She was not using her walker or
walking stick. Her friends could not
believe the difference since using the
60uP – which she did not reveal to
them. As we communicated, I heard
the passion that Judi has to be all she
desires to be. Since then we have
exchanged a few messages and I
know she still has a fight on her hands,
as every day is a new challenge to climb
the mountain. But Judi, you are my
Hero today. Keep up the desire and 
  

congratulations on the success so far. To
get out of your wheelchair and back on
your own two feet without the walker
and stick – you are an inspiration and
powerhouse to so many. Keep up the
goal and never lose sight of the
potential that is becoming reality.

(If you would like to be featured as an inspiration

to others please send in your story and a photo if

possible). testimonial@60uP.com
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Let's Go!

TIP of the Newsletter

Take your time to FEEL the exercise. Balance is all about feeling – and being so fast
reacting that you never feel off balance but correct the body or foot position before it
becomes a problem. So slow down, feel it, correct it and then speed it up as you will
find the correction speed become natural and instinctual. There is no rush to the
best you can be – smarts over brawn.

Cheering you on. Stay safe, stay healthy and stay educated. With your brain and
body working together – the world is yours.

Check out our new in home exercise videos, “60 in 60.” Work out with Dan Metcalfe in
his home. Sixty excercises in sixty minutes. Click here.
Until the next newsletter, 60uP and our family are cheering you on – each of you. See
you on FACEBOOK LIVE – "Join in" with Facebook below, so you don't miss it. - Dan
Metcalfe

YouTube

Want to check out our TV appearances?

Know more About Us and review all of the

exercise videos available! It's all there and

more!

Subscribe and get alerts when new videos

are added, including new testimonials and

Behind The Scene videos..
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Join in!

Sounds great!

Facebook

Our Facebook page is about the 60uP

community. Ask questions, comment

and have discussions, learn and have

some fun. There are even FACEBOOK

LIVE events to look forward to!

You can also get details on our products

in our Facebook Shop, read reviews

and message us directly too!

Instagram

Get wellness and training tips, inspiration

from admirable people, customer stories

and clips from our TV and community

events.

Our InstaStories are full of behind the
scenes moments during filming, team

gatherings and warehouse visits, so you can

see how it's all done!

60uP® BALANCE PRODUCTS 60uP® BALANCE EXERCISES PRESS & MEDIA FAQ
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60uP
P.O. Box 101, Newbury Park, CA 91319, United States

 
customerservice@60up.com

http://60up.com
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